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VALIDATION OF SIMULATION MODELS:

REGRESSION ANALYSIS REVISITED

JACK P.C. KLEIJNEN, BERT BETTONVIL, and

WILLEM VAN GROENENDAAL

Department of Information Systems and Auditing (BIKA)/Center for Economic Research

(CentER), Tilburg University (Katholieke Universiteit Brabant), 5000 LE Tilburg, Nether-

lands; e-mail: kleijnen@kub.nl; fax: +3113-663377

This paper proves that it is wrong to require that regressing a

model’s outputs on the observed real outcomes give a 45 line through the°

origin (unit slope, zero intercept). Therefore this paper proposes an alter-

native requirement: the responses of the model and the real system should

have the same means and the same variances. To test whether this require-

ment is satisfied, a novel statistical procedure is derived. This procedure

regresses the differences of simulated and real responses on their sums. The

old and the new procedures are investigated in an extensive Monte Carlo

experiment that simulates queueing systems. The conclusions of this experi-

ment are that (i) the old test rejects a valid simulation model substantially

more often than the novel test does; (ii) the intuitive test shows ’perverse’

behavior in a certain domain: the worse the simulation model, the higher its

probability of acceptance; and (iii) the novel test does not reject a valid

simulation model too often (its type I error probability is correct), provided

the queueing response is transformed logarithmically.
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(Keywords: TRACE-DRIVEN, CORRELATION, PAIRED OBSERVA-

TIONS, GOODNESS-OF-FIT, SIMULTANEOUS TESTS, POWER)

1. Introduction

This introductory section answers the followingquestions: (i) What is meant by

validation? (ii). What has the literature to say about validation? (iii). What is the contribu-

tion of this paper? (iv) How is this paper organized?

Sub (i): definition of validation

This paper’s definition of validation follows the classic simulation textbook by Law and

Kelton (1991, p. 299): ’Validation is concerned with determining whether the conceptual

simulation model (as opposed to the computer program) is an accurate representation of

the system under study’.

To illustrate the validation issues discussed in this paper, consider the following

practical problem. The management of (say) a factory is confronted with complaints about

excessively long throughput times. One solution that comes to mind is increasing the

number of machines, called ’servers’ in queueing theory. To evaluate this solution, man-

agement wants to knowhow muchthe throughput times will decrease when they add one

server to the existing single server. To answer their question, the Management Sci-

ence/Operations Research (MS/OR) specialists build a simulation model that represents

different numbers of servers. Before using this model to advise management, the MS/OR

experts should validate their model; that is, they should determine whether the model is an

accurate representation of the factory’s queueing system. Obviously, validation should not
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aim at aperfectmodel: the perfect model would be the factory (the real system) itself.S o ,

validation may be interpreted as comparingdata on the real and the simulated systems.

Those data pertain to the inputs (such as customer or job arrival times and service duration

times) and outputs (for example, job throughput times and machine idle times). Comparing

the output data of the real and simulated systems makes more sense if both systems are

observed undersimilar circumstances or scenarios: the throughput times on a busy day in

the real factory should not be compared with the throughput times of a simulated slow

day. Those busy days may occur on (say) Mondays. Suppose the simulation study

concentrates on these days, because complaints are then most outspoken. Then there is still

variation: some busy Mondays are busier than others are. Obviously the busiest Monday

(of all Mondays in the sample) should be compared with the busiest simulated day (also

see §2.1).

Hence, for validation purposes the analysts should feed real-world input data into

the model, inhistorical order. This is calledtrace drivensimulation in computer perfor-

mance modeling; we shall use this term throughout this paper. After running the simula-

tion program, the analysts obtain a time series of simulation output; they compare that

time series with the historical time series for the output of the existing system.

Sub (ii): literature on validation

General discussions on validation of simulation models can be found in all textbooks on

simulation, for example, Banks and Carson (1984), Law and Kelton (1991, pp. 298-324),

and Pegden, Shannon, and Sadowski (1990, pp. 133-162). A well-known article on

validation is Sargent (1991). A new monograph is Knepell and Arangno (1993). Recent

survey articles are Balci (1994), including 102 references, and Kleijnen (1995), including

61 references. These contemporary publications all agree that it is essential to further
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develop the theory on validation, because of its great importance in the practice of

MS/OR.

Unfortunately, the literature gives neither a standard theory on validation, nor a

standard ’box of tools’. The literature does give a plethora of philosophical theories,

statistical techniques, and software practices. The emphasis of the present article is on

statistical techniques.

Statistical techniqueshave the advantage of yielding reproducible, objective,

quantitative data about the quality of a given simulation model. Unfortunately, experience

shows that the correct use of mathematical statistics in MS/OR is less simple than might

be expected. It is easy to apply the wrong statistical techniques: there is much statistical

software, but that software does not warn against abuse, such as violations of statistical as-

sumptions. On hindsight the correct use of statistics may seem easy. Indeed, in another

article Balci (1995) states: ’False beliefs exist about testing ... testing is easy ... no training

or prior experience is required’. This paper will provide a case in point.

Sub (iii): contribution by this paper

This paper is meant to contribute to the practice and the theory of validation. It discusses

in detail how to validate simulation models (but also other models, such as econometric

models), emphasizing the familiar statistical technique of regression analysis, but introduc-

ing a novel test (that regresses the differences of simulated and real responses on their

sums; see later).

Validation was interpreted above ascomparing real and simulated output time

series. More specifically, the analysts may compare theaverage throughput times,

computed over all real and simulated Mondays respectively.

Many years ago, Aigner (1972) already pointed out that it is wrong to expect unit
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slope and zero intercept, when regressing the simulated on the real outputs. He, however,

focussed on econometric simulation models; he did not give the statistical tests we shall

propose in this paper. Years after Aigner, Harrison (1990) rediscovered that many authors

still propose this bad intuitive idea. Harrison, however, discussed farming systems and

synthetic models, not trace-driven queueing simulations, and does not propose the test we

shall develop in this paper. Aigner (1972) states that the intuitive idea dates back to Cohen

and Cyert (1961). Harrison (1990, p. 184) refers to some more publications that apply this

idea. Lysyk (1989) is one more researcher who uses this intuitive idea. Recently, the same

idea was proposed in Kleijnen (1995, p. 155). So it seems high time to get rid of this idea,

and to propose a better analysis. This is exactly the topic of this paper!

This paper derives a better statistical procedure. The paper also applies this

procedure to the validation of queuing simulation models. These models are derived from

data provided by alaboratory, namely a Monte Carlo experiment that uses M/M/1 and

M/G/1 simulation models. The creation and use of such a laboratory seems novel in the

research on validation.

This paper gives the followingconclusions. (i) The probability of rejecting a

correct simulation model is substantially higher with the intuitive test than with the novel

test. (ii) The intuitive test showsperversebehavior in certain parts of the domain: the

worse the simulation model is, the higher its probability of acceptance! (iii) The novel test

has a type I error probability that equals the nominal valueα, provided the queueing

response is transformed logarithmically. (iv) In queueing studies the simulation model

might use service times with a coefficient of variation that hides a misspecified service

distribution.

Sub (iv): organization of this paper
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§2 discusses how to regress simulated outputs on real outputs in trace-driven queueing

simulations. It is proven that the intuitive idea is wrong indeed. As an alternative this

paper proposes to test for equal means and equal variances of real and simulated outputs.

The power of the various tests is also discussed briefly. §3 discusses a laboratory for

studying various validation tests; this laboratory uses queueing simulation. §4 gives a

summary and conclusions.

2. Regression Analysis

2.1 Introduction

When validating a simulation model, it is a problem that simulation output data may form

a non-stationary time series, whereas most practitioners are familiar with elementary

statistical procedures that assumeidentically and independently distributed(i.i.d.) vari-

ables. Fortunately, it is easy to derive i.i.d variables in simulation, so that elementary

statistical theory can be applied; this is demonstrated by the factory example, as follows.

The simulated factory may give abundant data: each individual job has a through-

put time, and there may be many jobs on each day; many days can be simulated with real

input data (trace driven simulation). It is practical to summarize the data per day by a few

statistics, such as the average, the median (50% quantile), and the percentage of jobs

waiting longer than (say) one minute. This paper concentrates on theaverage (for the

other statistics see Kleijnen 1987, pp. 28-45 and Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal 1992, pp.

195-197).

So let Yi and Xi denote the average throughput time on theith Monday in the
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simulated and the real system respectively; random variables are denoted by capitals,

whereas their values are small letters. Suppose thatn days are both simulated and ob-

served in reality, so the subscripti runs from 1 throughn.

We consider aterminatingsimulation. So, the averagesYi andXi are not computed

from a steady state time series of individual throughput times. Instead, they are calculated

from the individual throughput times of all jobs arriving between (say) 8 a.m., when the

factory opens, and 6 p.m., when no new jobs are accepted; all jobs are finished before the

next day. So each day includes a start-up, transient phase. (Also see Kleijnen and Van

Groenendaal 1992, pp. 187-190.)

Hence the simulated averagesYi are i.i.d., and so are the ’real’ averagesXi.

Suppose further that the historical arrivalor service times are used to drive the simulation

model (logicalor is meant). Statistically, trace-driven simulation means that the members

of the pair (Xi, Yi) are dependent(and hence are correlated; see next paragraph). Then

pairs (Xi, Yi) are i.i.d.

Suppose that on (say) the fourth Monday in the sample of real data, the average

throughput time is relatively high; that is, that value is higher than expected on a Monday

(because interarrival times were relatively short or service times were relatively long on

that day):X4 > E(X). Then it seems reasonable to require that on that day the simulated

average (which uses the same arrival or service times) is also relatively high:Y4 > E(Y).

Statistically, this implies thatXi andYi should have apositive linear correlation coefficient

(say) : 0 < 1.ρ ρ ≤

Intuitively, an ideal simulation model would have all its responses equal to the real

responses (even though the simulated structure is a simplification of the real structure):Xi

= Yi with i = 1, ..., n. Such a utopian simulation model would implyperfect fit: = 1.ρ
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Moreover, the fitted regression liney = β0 + β1x would have unit slope and zero intercept:

β1 = 1, β0 = 0. What is wrong with this intuition?

2.2 Statistical Analysis of Wrong Intuitive Idea

To evaluate the intuitive idea presented in the preceding subparagraph (§2.1), it is

necessary to formulate ametamodelof the relationship betweenX (real response) andY

(simulated response). As such a model we propose thebivariate normal distribution,

denoted byN2:

where denotes the vector of means ( , )’, and the covariance matrix is

(1)(X, Y) ∼ N2(µ, cov(X, Y))

µ µx µy

Observe that this distribution involves five parameters:µx, µy, σx, σy, andρ. Non-normality

(2)
cov(X, Y)













σ2
x ρσxσy

ρσxσy σ2
y

.

will be discussed in §3.2 (which covers results of the experiments with the laboratory).

It is well-known that the bivariate normal distribution implies alinear relationship

between the conditional mean of one variable and the value of the other variable:

where the regression parameters are given by

(3)E(Y X x) β0 β1x

we select the simulated variableY as the dependent variable, because the real system

(4)β1 ρσy/σx, β0 µy β1µx;

determines the simulated system.
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Further it is well-known that thefitting error (say)U is defined by

with

(5)Yi E(Yi x) Ui

We propose the followingstringent validation requirement: a simulation model is

(6)U ∼ N(0, σ2
y(1 ρ2)).

valid if and only if the real and the simulated systems haveidentical means and variances

respectively, and the real and the simulated responses arepositively correlated (0 < <ρ

1):

This requirement is equivalent to the following requirement for the regression parameters

(7)µx µy µ σ2
x σ2

y σ2 ρ > 0.

(see eq. 4):

The caseρ = 1 was called autopian situation (see §2.1). But only in that unreal-

(8)β1 ρ > 0 β0 µ(1 ρ) < µ.

istic case does (8) give

which was the intuitive idea! (Ifρ = 1 then the covariance matrix in eq. 2 becomes

(9)β0 0 β1 1,

singular: degenerated case.)

Suppose the real and hence the simulated means are positive; this condition

certainly holds for queueing systems such as the factory example. Then (7) and (8) give

Comparing (9) and (10) proves thatthe intuitive idea is wrong. We shall also give

(10)0 < β1 < 1 0 < β0 < µ.
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empirical data that illustrate how (9) gives wrong tests results (see §3, which covers the

queueing laboratory).

2.3 Correct Statistical Tests

It is well-known that if the pair (X, Y) is normally distributed, then it is optimal to use

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) to estimate the intercept and slope in the regression model.

OLS gives the estimates (say)b0 and b1, which are defined strictly analogous to the

population parameters and in (4): , etc. The sample correlationβ0 β1 b0 y b1x

coefficientR is defined strictly analogous to ; it measures the resulting goodness of fit.ρ

We propose the following validation procedure.

Step 0: The analysts might perform apreliminary test concerning the weak null-

hypothesis (also see eq. 4), which is a subhypotheses within the composite hypothesis in

(7):

It is well-known that to test for zero correlation, the sample correlation coefficientR may

(11)H0: ρ ≤ 0 ⇔ β1 ≤ 0.

be transformed:

where tn - 2 is the standard symbol for Student’s statistic withn - 2 degrees of freedom:

(12)tn 2 r(n 2)1/2/(1 r 2)1/2

there aren observations (namely,n pairs), and two estimated regression parameters (b0 and

b1). Computing this test is easy; there is also ample regression software to do that

calculation.

In practice, this preliminary step is probably skipped; the analysts proceed
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immediately to the following step. So we shall not further examine the hypothesis in (11);

however, we shall use the test statistic that was formulated in (12) (see the text between

eqs. 13 and 14).

Step 1: Formulate astringent hypothesis: the real and the simulated systems have

identical means and variances; see the remaining two subhypotheses in (7). How to test

this composite hypothesis, while accounting for the dependence betweenX andY?

Testing for identicalmeansof the dependentX and Y is easy: simply compute

their Difference (say)D. The n differences are i.i.d. (because the pairs are i.i.d.). IfX and

Y are (approximately) bivariate normal, then the linear transformationD is (even more)

normally distributed. Hence the first part of the composite hypothesis, can be tested by the

paired t statistic:

where denotes the sample average and represents the classic estimated Standard

(13)tn 1 (d µd)/(sd/ n )

d sd

deviation ofD.

Testing for identicalvariancesof the dependentX andY is not a standard problem:

the F test does not apply. Yet this problem was solved by Pitman and Morgan back in

1939 (see Kleijnen 1987, p. 99). Their test requires that besides the differencesDi = Xi - Yi

, the Sums (say)Si = Xi + Yi are computed. It is simple to prove that the variances ofX

and Y are equal if and only if their difference and sum are uncorrelated. To test for zero

correlation betweenD and S, we apply the t test of (12), replacing the symbolr by (say)

.rd,s

There is a statistical complication: the composite hypothesis consists of two sub-

hypotheses, which are individually tested at atype I error rateof α. Then the resulting so-

called experimentwise error rate(say) αE when simultaneously testing two hypotheses,
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exceeds the valueα. This problem might be solved by testing the individual sub-hypothe-

ses atα = α/2: Bonferroni’s inequality implies thatαE α (see Miller 1981).≤

However, we propose a morepowerful, exact simultaneous test. RegressD on S

(analogously to the wayY was regressed onX; see eq. 3):

where (analogous to eq. 4)

(14)E(D S s) γ0 γ1s

A common variance ofX andY implies zero correlation betweenD andS (see above):

(15)γ1 ρd, sσd/σs, γ0 µd γ1µs.

ρd, s = 0 or γ1 = 0 (see eq. 15). Common expectations ofX and Y implies a zero mean for

their differenceD: µd = 0. Together,γ1 = 0 andµd = 0 imply a zero intercept:γ0 = 0. So

the hypothesis of real and simulated responses having identical means and variances (see

eq. 7) gives

Simultaneously testing the two regression parametersγ0 and γ1 is a standard problem.

(16)H0: γ0 0 γ1 0.

Because we need the corresponding formulas later, we now show how to solve this

standard problem.

Compute the Sum of Squared Errors (say)SSEwithout and with the composite

hypothesis in (16), which correspond with thefull and the reduced regression model

respectively. In other words, first compute

where the full regression model forD on S in (14) with estimatorsC0 andC1 for γ0 and γ1

(17)SSEfull

n

i 1

(Di D̂i)
2

implies
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The reduced regression model incorporates the null-hypothesis in (16), which means =

(18)D̂i C0 C1Si.

d̂i

0. So analogous to theSSEfull in (17) compute

It is well-known that the following expression is an F statistic with degrees of freedom

(19)SSEreduced

n

i 1

D 2
i .

equal to two (number of regression parameters in composite hypothesis, eq. 16), and

n - 2 (n observations; two estimated regression parameters,C0 andC1):

Computing thisF test is easy; there is also ample regression software to do that calcula-

(20)F2, n 2 [(n 2)/2][SSEreduced SSEfull]/SSEfull.

tion. (Details can be found in Kleijnen 1987, pp. 156-157).

If this F is significantly high, the analysts should reject the composite hypothesis in

(16). In that case they should conclude that the simulation model does not meet the

stringent validation requirement formulated in (7). What can the analysts do next?

The composite hypothesis is rejected because the first sub-hypothesis ( = ) orµx µy

the second sub-hypothesis ( = ) is rejected. Hence, a less stringent validation require-σ2
x σ2

y

ment is that the real and simulated means are equal, but their variances may differ (the

variances are treated as nuisance parameters). This hypothesis can be tested by the paired t

statistic defined in (13).

This variance heterogeneity may give a slopeb1 that is lower or higher than one,

even if 0 < < 1; see (4). Yet the first part of (10) still holds (0 <β1 < 1) if (but not ifρ

and only if) > (this condition means that the simulation reduces the variability,σx σy

possibly because it does not account for idiosyncrasies in the real system). Common
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meansµ implies for the intercept (see eq. 4):

So a simulation model withµx = µy and gives simulated responses that -when

(21)β0 µ β1µ µ(1 β1).

σx ≥ σy

regressed on real responses- result in a slope less than unity and in a positive intercept

(smaller than the average simulation response).

To compare the novel and the intuitive hypothesis tests, we need to formulate the

joint test of the intuitive hypothesis (unit slope, zero intercept; see eq. 9). The test statistic

is analogous to (20). SoSSEfull now follows from andSSEreduced follows fromYi Ŷi

(also see Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal 1992, pp. 209-210).Yi Xi

An example of testing the intuitive hypothesis is provided by Lysyk (1989). He

finds an estimated slope significantly smaller than unity, and a significantly positive inter-

cept; see (21). Since he expects a unit slope and a zero intercept, he tries to explain this

phenomenon away. Another recent example is Kozempel, Tomasula, and Craig (1995, p.

231).

2.4 Type I and Type II Errors

It is well-known that when testing the validity of a simulation model, the analysts can

make either a ’type I’ or a ’type II’ error. So they may reject the simulation model, while

this model is valid: type I orα error. Or they may accept the simulation, while this

simulation is not valid: type II orβ error. The probability of a type II error is the comple-

ment of thepower of the test, which is the probability of rejecting the model when the

model is wrong indeed. The probability of a type I error in simulation is also called the

model builder’s risk; the type II error probability is themodel user’s risk; see Balci
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(1994).

Note that the power of any statistical test can be maximized over the whole domain

of the parameters being tested, by simply always rejecting the null-hypothesis (that is, the

simulation model is always rejected). Obviously, such a procedure is inferior. Therefore

the first condition for any test is that its type I error probability is acceptable.

The power of the paired t test of H0: = 0 increases, as themodel specificationµd

error increases. For example, as goes to infinity so doestn - 1 in (13);µd µd

hence the simulation model is rejected for any sample sizen and for any type I error

probability α (together,n andα fix the critical valuetn - 1; α/2).

The probability of a type II error increases asα decreases, given a fixed number of

simulated daysn: as α decreases, the critical valuetn - 1; α/2 increases. To keep the type I

probability fixed and to decrease the type II probability, the analysts may increase the

number of simulated days: ifα is kept constant andn increases, thentn - 1; α/2 decreases.

The selection of a particular value forα is problematic. Popular values are 0.01,

0.05, and 0.10. These values will be investigated later (see §3).

To decrease both the type I and type II error probabilities, it is necessary to in-

crease thesample size n. In practice, however, the number of observations on the real

system is usually fixed (and small).

Finally, consider the test of the intuitive hypothesis (unit slope, zero intercept); see

(9). Harrison (1990, p. 187) points out that this test may show the following perverse

behavior. When the simulation outputs (Y) deviate substantially from the real outputs (X),

then the correlation coefficientρ is small, so the fitting errorU in (5) has a large variance;

see (6). But thenSSEfull goes up, soF2, n - 2 goes down. Consequently, the worse the

simulation model is, the higher the probability of not rejecting it! The pairedt test in (13)
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does not have this bad behavior. We shall come back to this ’perverse’ phenomenon in the

next section.

3. Queueing Laboratory

3.1 Creating a Queueing Laboratory

To illustrate the validation issues discussed in the preceding section, it might seem

illuminating to test the traditional and the novel hypotheses (see eqs. 9 and 16) for a facto-

ry in practice, as the example in §1 suggested. Suppose historical data on inputs (arrival or

service times) were collected, and used to drive the simulation model, followed by the

statistical procedures of the preceding section. Suppose further that the simulation model

were not rejected. What lesson would have been learned from such a case study? Maybe

this result would only mean that the tests have not enough power. More can be learned

from applying the statistical validation procedures to a number of examples withknown

properties, so that it is possible to conclude whether rejecting a hypothesis is correct or

not!

So instead of studying a real factory, we construct alaboratory, as follows. In

practice, models are not perfect representations of reality, because certain parts of the real

system can not be observed: these parts are treated asblack boxes(also see the seminal

book, Zeigler 1976). For example, suppose the analysts observe jobs enter and leave a

queueing system, such as a factory. In other words, the analysts record the interArrival

times (say)at and the departure or Exit timeset of the jobst with t = 1, 2, ... The analysts

can not observe what is happening inside the queueing system: the Service timest can not
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be measured. The analysts do measure the throughput times (say)zt. Notice that we

assume that the analysts are able to identify the jobs; in the laboratory, jobs are identified

by their ’name’t. Suppose further that upon studying the sequence of inputsat and outputs

et, the analysts conclude that the queuing system uses the first-in-first-out (FIFO) queueing

priority. Suppose finally that the analysts find out that there is a single server inside the

system (to find this out, they might talk to the factory’s management).

The analysts know that throughput time equals the sum of service and Waiting

times (say)wt. This yields the identities

Further, the analysts know that the dynamics of a single-server system with FIFO is

(22)Zt Et At Wt St.

determined by

whereW1 = 0, since the queueing system starts in the empty state.

(23)Wt max(0, Wt 1 St 1 At, 0)

From the variation in the observed interarrival times (at) and exit times (et) the

analysts conclude that interarrival times and service times are stochastic variables:

where the argumentt in the distribution functionsF(t) indicates that the arrival and service

(24)At ∈ Fa(t), St ∈ Fs(t)

times may form time series.

We assume thatthe response of the real system isX, the average value of the time

series ofT throughput times per day:

The analysts get data overn days, which yieldsXi with i = 1, ...,n (see §2.1).

(25)X
T

1

Zt/T.
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Suppose the analysts model the ’real’ system (our laboratory) as anM/M/1 model:

interarrival and service times form Poisson processes with parameter and respec-λa λs

tively, and there is one server (FIFO is the default priority option). Let a tilde denote

variables used in the simulation model (not the laboratory) and let Ne(λ) denote the Nega-

tive exponential distribution with rateλ. Then the analysts do not use (24) but

Analogous to (25),the response of the simulated system is the average value of the time

(26)Ãt ∈ Ne(λã), S̃t ∈ Ne(λs̃).

series of simulated throughput times, per day:

where is defined analogous to (22) as

(27)Y
T

1

Z̃t/T

Z̃

Trace driven simulation means that the simulation uses the arrival times of the real

(28)Z̃t Ẽt Ãt W̃t S̃t.

laboratory system: = and (25) and (27) use the same symbolT.ãt at

When modeling a simple system such as our laboratory, the analysts make no

modeling errors when specifying thestructure of the system: both the laboratory and the

simulation are single-server FIFO systems. However, the analysts may make errors when

specifying thedistribution typeof the service times, which they could not observe. Above

we assumed that the analysts specify a Markovian (symbol: M) service process. Actually,

the laboratory may have a general (symbol: G) service time distribution; that is, the

laboratory may be M/G/1, whereas the simulation is M/M/1. For G we select anErlang

distribution with parametersk and such thatµs = k/ and σs = k1/2/ , which implies aλ λ λ

coefficient of variation (say) =σs/µs = k-1/2. (By definition, k = 1 corresponds withνs
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M/M/1; k = 2 means summing two i.i.d. negative exponential distributions with parameter

so = 2-1/2.) Pollaczek’s formula shows the role of thecoefficient of variationof theλ νs

service times:

where denotes the waiting time in the steady state, and denotes the traffic load

(29)E(W∞) [(λa/λs)(1 ν2
s)]/[2λs(1 λa/λs)]

W∞ λa/λs

(notice that ).λs 1/µs

Even if the analysts specify the correct distribution type (that is, both the laborato-

ry and the simulation are M/M/1), they make anestimation error: they use in (26), soλs̃

they miss the correct valueλs. In the experiments with the laboratory we can manipulate

the magnitude of this estimation error, to see whether the validation tests do detect gross

errors.

Hence, by creating agap between the laboratory and the simulation, we study the

type II error of the validation tests. This gap means that the meansor variances of average

throughput time per day differ between simulation and laboratory (see eq. 7). There are

infinitely many ways to create such gaps; we select a few ways, as follows.

In the first experiments both the laboratory and the analysts use Poisson service

times but with different rates. We have the analysts make estimation errors up to 0.10. So

the mean service time of the laboratory is , whereas the analysts use a mean serviceµs

time such that 0.10. We increase the estimation errors with steps of sizeµs̃ µs µs̃ ≤

0.05. (Also see the x-axis in the various figures, which will be discussed later.)

In the next experiments the laboratory uses the Erlang distribution discussed above.

We again take advantage of the laboratory character of our study; that is, first we assume

that the analysts (who use the M/M/1 simulation model) estimate the parameter of their

exponential service distribution such that =µs: next we vary the magnitude of theirµs̃
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estimation error, such that 0.10.µs µs̃ ≤

To study thetype I error of the validation tests, we run a number of experiments

that have simulation models representing the corresponding real systems as accurately as is

reasonable. Therefore these experiments will have both the laboratory and the simulation

model be M/M/1 with equal service rates ( = ). Even in these cases the simulationλs λs̃

models are not ideal: since the laboratory and the simulation use different pseudorandom

numbers, the realizationsst and are different, sox and y are different, andr is smallers̃t

than one.

In these ’type I’ experiments the laboratory and the simulation have the same

distribution for the throughput times, which impliesµx = µy and . So when

testing the hypothesis corresponding with (16), the probability of the novel test rejecting

the simulation model should beα. For the old test, the probabily of a type I error cannot

be estimated from these experiments, since the corresponding null-hypothesis (β1 = 1 β0

= 0; see eq. 9) never holds; obviously, it is possible to estimate the probability of rejecting

a valid simulation model when using the old test.

It is realistic to have the analysts use apseudorandom number generatorthat

differs from the generator used in the laboratory. We have the laboratory use a ’good’

generator that is taken from Parks and Miller (1988):

The analysts use Turbo Pascal’s standard generator

(30)ri 1 (75r i) mod(231 1).

Hence, the analysts sample service times that are certainly independent of the laboratory

(31)ri 1 (134775813r i 1) mod232.

s̃t

service timesst (t = 1, ...,T).
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Both the laboratory and the analysts use exactly the same arrival times, since the

analysts use the trace of arrival times. We further ensure that arrival times and service

times usenon-overlappingpseudorandom number streams: we generate the arrival time

and service timeper job. We select the seed (r0) through the computer clock.

We wish to create severallaboratories (situations, scenarios, environments). We

select the following values.

(i) Traffic load of queueing systems (noise): 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0

After fixing the interarrival rate at one (λa = 1), we select several service rates for the

laboratory such that the traffic load (λa/λs) varies between 0.5 and 1.0. Low traffic rates

yield many zero waiting times. Heavy traffic rates increase not only the mean but also the

variance of the throughput time; and more noise in the outputs (X and Y) may affect the

validation tests. Observe that a traffic load of 1.0 does not give exploding outputs, since

the simulation is terminating.

(ii) Number of jobs per day (normality): 10, 100, and 1000

Ti (number of jobs on day i) is the same in the laboratory and the simulation, since the

same arrival times are used (see eqs. 25 and 27). For simplicity’s sake we makeTi

deterministic; we select the values 10, 100, and 1000. We conjecture that a large number

of jobs per day may make the response (average throughput time) normally distributed

(the old and new validation tests assume normality).

(iii) Number of days (power): 10 versus 25

We choose the number of days on the trace,n, to be either 10 or 25. More observations

increases the power of a test.

Sub (i), (ii), (iii): The total number of combinations is 24 (= 4 3 2); for example,× ×

laboratory #1 has a traffic load of 0.5, only 10 jobs per day, and only 10 days observed.
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We study several classic values for thetype I error rateof the two validation tests,

namelyα is 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10.

3.2 Results of the Experiments with the Laboratory

We wish to compare thetraditional and thenovel test procedures, applied to the hypothe-

ses in (16) and (9). To make such a comparison we wish to estimate the type I and II

error probabilities (see §2.4). For the intuitive test, however, the usual estimates do not

give the customary power function, since the null-hypothesis corresponding with (9) never

holds in our experiments (ρ < 1). Hence no point in the following three figures gives the

estimated type I error rate for the intuitive test.

To estimate the various error probabilities we use 1,000 macro-replications of a

specific laboratory. Each macro-replication either rejects or accepts the simulation model.

In case of rejection we score (say) a zero; otherwise a one. This defines abinomial

variable. Such a variable results for the traditional and the novel procedures; denote these

two variables byA0 and A1 respectively. Because both tests use the same data (Xi, Yi), the

variablesA0 and A1 are correlated. Moreover, we useseveralvalues forα (namely, 0.01,

0.05, 0.10). So we getA0(α) andA1(α), which are all correlated.

To reduce information overload and to save space, we present pictures for only 23

of the 24 combinations studied (see §3.1), namely the combinations ofextremevalues.

Further, the threeα values give the same conclusions (of course, the higher the type I

error is, the higher the estimated power is), so we present pictures for a single value,

namelyα = 0.10 (this value gives the clearest picture, given the size of the figures and the

reduction factor). The remaining pictures can be obtained -free of charge- from the
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authors.

Figure 1 suggests the followingconclusions.

(i) The intuitive test always rejects the correct simulation model substantially more often

than our novel test does.

(ii) For a small number of jobs per day (T = 10) the ’estimated power function’ of the

intuitive test does not reach itsminimumwhen the simulated system equals the real system

( = ). This estimated function is not symmetric. Actually, this test showsperverseµs̃ µs

behavior in certain parts of the domain. If the analysts use >> , then E(Y) >> E(X),µs̃ µs

which tilts the regression line towards the intuitively expected regression line (zero inter-

cept, unit slope) so the wrong simulation model is accepted!

(iii) Even our novel test has a type I error probability that is higher than the nominal value

α. We shall return to this issue, after conclusion (iv).

(iv) As might be expected, the estimated power curves get better as the number of jobs

per day (T) or the number of days (n) increases.

INSERT FIGURE 1

Sub (iii): We conjecture that the high type I error probability of the novel test is

caused bynon-normality of the pairs (Xi, Yi). We further conjecture that the marginal

distributions ofXi andYi are non-normal, when the traffic load is high and there are only a

few jobs per day. The latter conjecture is not inspired by Figure 1, but by the following

reasoning.

The classicCentral Limit Theorem(C.L.T.) does not apply to the individual

throughput times, because they are autocorrelated, and they do not have constant means
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and variances; for example, eachfirst customer of a day has zero waiting time (which is

part of the throughput time; see the definition ofX in eq. 25). However, if the traffic load

is very low, then most waiting times are zero and the throughput times are virtually equal

to the service times. The service times are i.i.d, so the C.L.T. applies to their average. (If

the service times are exponential distributed, then their sum is Erlang distributed.)

In case of serious non-normality the analysts may apply thelogarithmic transfor-

mation to the simulation responses. This transformation has a mathematical requirement,

namely the observations must be positive. Obviously, this requirement is met by through-

put times (X andY). This requirement, however, is not satisfied by the differences between

real and simulated throughput times (Di = Xi - Yi). Statistically speaking, this transforma-

tion is applied when the distribution of the original response has a long tail at the right

end. (Also see Kleijnen 1987.)

We conjecture that positive skewness does occur in queueing systems. In practice

the analysts can test whether such skewness occurs: they can generate a large sample of

simulated days, for one or more scenarios. We simulate 1,000 days, and test whether the

resulting empirical distribution of queueing responsesY is Gaussian. For this test we use

the chi-square statistic . We find that the original responseY is indeed non-normal whenχ2
ν

the traffic load is high ( = 1.0) and there are only a few jobs per day (T = 10): =µs χ2
7

268.18 ( = 10 - 2 - 1: 10 classes, 2 estimated parameters). The transformed responseν

log(Y) has a smaller chi-square statistic: = 12.52, which is significant at a type I errorχ2
7

rate of 0.10, but not at 0.05 ( = 12.0; = 14.1). Repeating this study with lowχ2
7; .10 χ2

7; .05

traffic ( = 0.5) and many jobs per day (T = 1,000) gives = 8.52 forY, and = 3.82µs χ2
7 χ2

7

for log(Y). So neither the original nor the transformed response is significantly non-

normal; the transformation does reduce any minor non-normality.
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The real question, however, is whether the transformation improves the statistical

performance of the validation procedures. We study only four situations, again defined by

high versus low traffic ( is 1.0vs 0.5), and many versus few jobs per day (T = 1,000vsµs

10); that is, we keep the number of days fixed, since this factor does not affect normality

of Y (n = 10 keeps computer time smaller thann = 25). This gives Figure 2, which clearly

shows that this transformation makes the novel validation test realize the prespecified type

I error probability (α). The old test is still inferior.

INSERT FIGURE 2

We assumed that the analysts may also make errors when specifying theservice

time distribution (see §3.1). We assumed that the laboratory uses theErlang distribution

with parameterk = 2, whereas the analysts use the exponential distribution. We saw

(Figures 1 and 2) that it is necessary to apply thelogarithmic transformationto the

responses. We now study only two situations, varying the number of jobs per day (T = 10

vs 1,000); we study only low traffic ( = 0.5) and a low number of days (n = 10). Thisµs

gives Figure 3.

Again this figure should be interpreted with care, since it does not give the usual

power function, not even for our new test: no point on its curves gives the estimated type

I error rate, since the analysts always use the wrong simulation model (they use the wrong

type of distribution for the service time).

This figure does show that the old validation test remains inferior. This figure

further shows that the false simulation model is always rejected more often than the

prespecifiedα value. The ’estimated power function’ of the novel test does not reach its
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minimum when the simulated mean service time equals the real mean ( = = 0.5),µs̃ µs

especially when there are many jobs per day (T = 1000). This phenomenon can be ex-

plained by Pollaczek’s formula as follows. This formula shows the role of thecoefficient

of variation, = σs/µs; see (29). For the laboratory we select anErlang distribution,νs

which has variation coefficient = 1/ , whereas the analysts’ M/M/1 simulation hasνs 2 νs

= 1. This coefficient occurs in the numerator of Pollaczek’s formula, so we know that the

simulation response E(Y) is higher than the real response E(X). But then the simulation

gives a valid prediction of the real response, if the simulation uses an expected service

time that is too low ( << ).µs̃ µs

INSERT FIGURE 3

4. Summary and Conclusions

The Introduction (§1) mentioned that contemporary publications agree that it is essential to

further develop the theory on validation, because of the great importance of validation in

the practice of MS/OR.

However, the literature gives neither a standard theory, nor a standard ’box of

tools’. The emphasis of this article is on statistical techniques. These techniques yield

reproducible, objective, quantitative data about the quality of a given simulation model.

Unfortunately, experience shows that the correct use of mathematical statistics is

less simple than might be expected. Indeed this paper proved that it is wrong to expect

unit slope and zero intercept when regressing simulated on real outputs.

This paper introduced a novel test: regress the differences of simulated and real
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responses on their sums.

The old and new statistical validation procedures were evaluated and illustrated by

applying them to queuing simulation models. These models were derived from data pro-

vided by a laboratory that uses M/M/1 and M/G/1 simulation models where we let G stand

for the Erlang distribution with parameter value two (sum of two i.i.d. exponentials).

These laboratory experiments gave the followingmain conclusions.

(i) The old test rejects a valid simulation model very often, namely substantially more

often than the novel test does.

(ii) The intuitive test shows perverse behavior in a certain domain: the worse the simula-

tion model, the higher its probability of acceptance.

(iii) The novel test does not reject a valid simulation model too often, provided the

queueing response is transformed logarithmically (then its type I error probability equals

the nominal valueα).

(iv) In queueing studies the simulation model might use service times with a coefficient of

variation that hides a misspecified service distribution.1
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